Accounting for anisotropic noise in fine registration of time-of-flight range data with high-resolution surface data.
Time-of-Flight (ToF) sensors have become a considerable alternative to conventional surface acquisition techniques such as laser range scanning and stereo vision. Application of ToF cameras for the purpose of intra-operative registration requires matching of the noisy surfaces generated from ToF range data onto pre-interventionally acquired high-resolution surfaces. The contribution of this paper is twofold: Firstly, we present a novel method for fine rigid registration of noisy ToF data with high-resolution surface meshes taking into account both, the noise characteristics of ToF cameras and the resolution of the target mesh. Secondly, we introduce an evaluation framework for assessing the performance of ToF registration methods based on physically realistic ToF range data generated from a virtual scence. According to experiments within the presented evaluation framework, the proposed method outperforms the standard ICP algorithm with respect to correspondence search and transformation computation, leading to a decrease in the target registration error (TRE) of more than 70%.